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working independently, conflictually, and cooperatively with white social science (Ladner, 1970; Boykin, Anderson, and Yates, 1979; Jones, 1979; Tucker, 1984).

In 1953, a group of social scientists who were specialists in race relations submitted a brief to the United States Supreme Court in order to influence the now historic Brown versus Board of Education decision. That document summarized social science knowledge about the "separate but equal" legal doctrine of racial segregation in public schools. As is well-known, the court decided in favor of the plaintiff, and a new era in race relations in the United States was begun. The three authors of the 1953 brief -- Stuart Cook, Kenneth Clark, and Isidor Chein -- constituted a mixed racial team. Their views on improving race relations reflected broadly shared beliefs among social scientists of that era and have remained something of a paradigm for American social psychology to this day (Amir, 1969; Cook, 1979, 1984; Gerard, 1983).

The name given to the basic paradigm is the contact hypothesis (Amir, 1979; Cook 1984). Research pertaining to the hypothesis has occurred in field and laboratory settings, where the degree of reasonable causal inference varies from study to study. Based in part on the fact that the hypothesis remains crucial after more than thirty years of empirical investigation and theorizing, one must conclude that social scientists continue to have confidence in its soundness. Major alternative formulations, to this writer's knowledge, have not been proposed.

Although the exact details of how the contact hypothesis is stated vary somewhat, Cook (1984, p. 156) provides five conditions that predict favorable attitude change.
"We all suffer, black and white, from the history of our country. No way around it. The sooner we realize that and deal upfront with it, the better we will all be."

John Thompson (1984, p. 69)

"The ... club became an institution, a creative response to the segregation whites imposed. If segregation has become less stark and pervasive, its relaxation has not removed the need for the ... club. The members share a common history and style; they preserve an angle of vision, memories, a heritage... They're the drum. Just like the drum in the jungle. They know the truth and they tell it."

John Wideman (1984, p. 59)

**Introduction**

Suppose we, black and white, decided to deal upfront with race relations in large predominantly white organizations, what could we do? What difference, if any, might it make? Could several angles of vision, black and white, be preserved and respected? Could more than a single drum play? Independently? In discord? In harmony?

These are not new questions. White social science has been concerned about race relations in the United States for more than fifty years, and recently the results of that work have again come into question (Gerard, 1983; Cook, 1984). Now there is also an established black social science
(1) Cross racial contact should be between black and white people of equal status.

(2) Blacks should behave in a manner that disconfirms white stereotypes of black people.

(3) The relationship between blacks and whites should be structured to promote cooperation rather than competition.

(4) Contact between blacks and whites should provide opportunities for greater intimacy so whites will have a clear opportunity to experience blacks as unique individuals.

(5) Social norms favoring equalitarian race relations should be established and supported.

Cook (1979) recognizes that these conditions have not been satisfied in many situations of school desegregation. Weigel, Wiser and Cook (1975) described the role of social scientists in the process of desegregation as reactive rather than innovative: "Their role has been to evaluate the outcome of desegregation experiences as they have occurred. They have not, by contrast, proposed and studied alternative methods by which school desegregation might be carried out." (Weigel, Wiser, and Cook, 1975). Clark (1979) has been even more direct and explicit in his criticism of the roles played by social scientists in desegregation research. He writes, "Why did social scientists in the 1960's and 1970's misdirect their efforts and devote countless hours to an unrewarding study of the confusing outcomes of desegregation carried out under conditions already known to minimize its effectiveness?... At best their writings reflect their identification with the pervasive racism of the society within which they were socialized and with which they are now identified." (Clark, 1979, pp. 479-81, emphasis his).
Desegregating schools is changing organizations, because schools, after all, are organizations. Desegregation has also been attempted in military and in business organizations (Landis, Hope, and Day, 1984; Nordlie, 1979; Alderfer, Alderfer, Tucker and Tucker, 1980; Davis and Watson, 1982). However, the contact hypothesis includes no explicit concepts from group and organization theory. The propositions stated above apply as readily -- probably more readily -- to one-on-one contact between individuals as they do to larger social units. Moreover, there is widespread understanding among social scientists of varying disciplines and political persuasions that "social context" makes a crucial difference in determining whether the conditions favoring cooperative race relations can be achieved (Cook, 1983; Gerard, 1984; Hochschild, 1984). For individuals in schools, business, and the military, the social context is organizational. The contact hypothesis is limited because it does not include concepts for understanding and changing groups and organizations.

Questions About the Basic Paradigm

As it stands, the contact hypothesis excludes: (1) reference to the race or racial commitments of investigators, and (2) conscious attention to the nature of complex organizations. In light of the mixed results from efforts to change race relations in organizations, questions naturally arise about how the hypothesis might be modified. We next examine each element of the basic paradigm including racial and organizational perspectives.

(1) Cross racial contact occurs between black and white people of equal status. Life in organizations is marked by human interactions among
people who do **not** have equal status. An essential condition for organizations to exist is hierarchy of authority (Argyris, 1957). In the United States, hierarchy of authority in organizations is correlated with identity group membership (Alderfer, 1977). Blacks generally occupy lower ranking positions than whites in the military, schools, and business (Nordlie, 1979; Cohen, 1980; Davis and Watson, 1982). Thus, even though a work group or a classroom might be designed so that equal status between blacks and whites is approximated, the larger social system is unlikely to reflect similar conditions. How likely is it that blacks and whites remain unaware of discrepancies between their smaller units -- even if they approximate equal status -- and the larger social system, which is virtually guaranteed not to consist of equal status between blacks and whites? In addition, there is also the interdependency and interaction between smaller units and the overlapping social systems in which they are embedded (Cohen, 1980; Alderfer and Smith, 1982). An open systems perspective argues that sub-systems, and conversely (though less powerfully) suprasystems may be influenced by subsystems (Miller, 1978; Katz and Kahn, 1966).

Therefore, the equal status postulate must be complemented by additional analyses that pertain to the effects of groups, organizations, and the larger society on relations among individuals; that deal with inequality among these larger units and the mutual influence between larger and smaller units; and that recognize that life in organizations is rarely constant but most likely the results of dynamic processes that operate simultaneously at several levels of social grouping.

(2) **Blacks disconfirm white stereotypes.** This postulate probably carries many more implicit messages than the simple truth it states. To
be sure, desegregation and improved race relations are less likely to work if black-white contact simply reaffirms already existing white beliefs that blacks do not deserve equal status treatment. For the most part, whites are the dominant group, and if they do not alter their unfavorable stereotypes of blacks, they have less reason to change. White stereotypes have long served as rationalizations for white dominance.

In describing his experimental strategy for research on the basic paradigm, Cook (1984, p. 156) has written, "Contact with stereotype-disconfirming blacks was insured through the experimenter's selection of black confederates of educational background equivalent to that of the research subjects." This statement gives equivalent educational background as the means to "insure[d]" that white stereotypes were disconfirmed. But the subtleties of inter racial contact suggest that the process is more complex than matching educational background. In modern organizations blacks often have to have more education than whites just to get "equal" treatment. To a person familiar with race relations at group, organization, and cultural levels, the fact that Cook's experiment employed white female subjects from colleges in Nashville, Tennessee is also relevant. Cook's experiment did not study "just people" but a particular gender in a specific region of the country, where both gender and region are relevant to the social context of race relations (Davis and Watson, 1982). Although Cook reported the gender and location of his respondents, he did not discuss why he chose this particular setting or what implications it might have for understanding his results.

Another feature of this postulate is the notion that blacks should or can disconfirm white stereotypes. The subtle normative message is that
whites will change if blacks do not confirm their worst fear about cross racial contact. Is that an accurate view of white behavior? Is it the job of blacks to change whites? Or is it the task of whites to change themselves?

(3) The black-white relationship promotes cooperation, not competition. In organizations the effects of hierarchy induce competition. Individuals and groups compete to receive their shares of scarce resources distributed by those in higher ranking positions. Individuals compete with one another to move upward in the hierarchy. A special feature is added to race free competitive dynamics when one recognizes that in most organizations in the United States, whites predominantly hold the higher level positions.

In schools there are questions of grades, class rank, and mobility to subsequent educational opportunity. Important experimental innovations in schools have demonstrated the benefits of cooperative tasks that balance the status of the students who work together (Aronson, 1978; Cohen, 1984). Interventions of this kind, however, still occur within an organizational context that is competitive. Class ranking systems produce a unitary dimension of assessment. Institutions admitting new members frequently accept and place them based on their place in the competition for grades and class rank. Few would argue that students remain unaware of the competitive elements in their environment. In military and business organizations, there is normally a great deal of attention devoted to promotions. Researchers generally recognize that mobility decisions are highly subjective and thus subject to the full-play of evaluator's biases -- whether the people operate as individuals or in personnel committees (Davis and Watson, 1982; Alderfer, Alderfer, Tucker and Tucker, 1980).
The relative position of blacks and whites in structuring and assessing competition in organizations affects how the competitors act and how they understand their experience (Cohen, 1980; Davis and Watson, 1982). When mainly whites make the rules and determine the winners and losers, blacks and whites inevitably experience the situation differently. If whites remain unaware of these effects, they are likely to misperceive whether cooperative interventions produce the intended effects.

(4) Provide opportunities for whites to experience blacks as unique individuals through relatively intimate discussions. The objective of this condition is for whites to overcome their tendency to perceive all blacks as indistinguishable. This proposition is similar to the idea that whites should receive information that disconfirms a major stereotype that "all blacks are alike." Whites who learn to know blacks as individuals form concepts that differentiate among members of the black group.

However, there are also latent problems with an orientation that completely "individualizes" blacks. In a setting that is predominantly white and that does not have norms recognizing group differences, pressures to treat everyone as an individual may readily convert to norms that deny racial differences. The effect on blacks in such a setting is pressure to act as they were people with dark skins. Paradoxically, a norm whose expressed purpose is to support the uniqueness of individual people, taken to the extreme, has the effect of suppressing that very condition. Black people who are expected to act as if they were no different than whites in order to survive and succeed in an organization are hardly being treated as unique individuals. Black people who are respected for both their group and individual identities are more fully individualized
received careful attention and analysis, and Comer (1980, pp. 71, 242) made his notion of authority and organization clear.

The principal should be the leader of the representative governance group. A task-oriented, problem-solving, facilitating style is more effective than an autocratic, authoritarian one. The principal cannot abandon his or her responsibility as leader... the governance and management mechanism is the pivotal element [his emphasis]... It provided a [ ] way for everyone to be informed... [it] established priorities... [it] acted to resolve... real or potential conflict before disappointment or a sense of being cheated or abused led to serious intergroup and interpersonal difficulties... [It] gave a sense of coherence and direction to program staff.

The governance group included representation from teachers, parents, administrators, and consulting staff. It thus provided a mechanism by which all relevant groups could speak and be heard in an influential manner. The governance system, however, carried the most important stipulation, "that no person or group can be allowed to paralyze the person responsible for making the final decision [emphasis his]" (Comer, 1980, p. 69).

External relations for the project also received careful attention. Comer (1980) recognized the perceived status differences between university and school positions, reported his own and others feelings, consciously gave up the right to write about the project until real achievement had been demonstrated, and acted to keep premature public attention from heightening feelings of rivalry between school people, "who do the work," and university people, "who get the credit." Key members of the school system received courtesy appointments at the Yale Child Study Center.

Throughout one observes a most sophisticated, though for the most part tacit, theory of authority, group relations, and organizational dynamics. After an eleven year period, there were marked gains in the standardized reading and mathematics test scores of children in the experimental schools.
cesses like "cooperation" and "multicultural education" are not helping educational researchers face squarely what must be understood if we are to progress... (Cohen, 1980, p. 251-252).

The contrast in frames of reference and theoretical positions of these two quotations is notable. In the first, we see an easy and natural transfer of learning from the laboratory to the classroom -- perhaps aided by the notion that classroom teachers have comparable degrees of control over their settings as experimenters do over theirs. Aronson and Osterow (1981) provide other good examples of this transfer process. In the second, we see the picture that emerges when one observes receptively how variables outside the control of an experimenter in a laboratory or a teacher in a classroom effect what happens inside those two systems.

An important study contrasting markedly with the research so far described is a long term intervention program in New Haven, Connecticut Public Schools with the collaboration of the Yale Child Study Center (Comer, 1980). In terms of explicit objectives, this was not a program to desegregate schools or to improve race relations. The major stated goal was to improve the climate of relationships among all people involved in the schools (children, teachers, parents, administrators, consultants) and to facilitate significant academic and social growth of students in two inner city schools. In actual practice, however, the project included many dimensions of race relations. The study described the racial history of the city, the racial composition and racial attitudes of school staff, and the racial dynamics of the school community as they affected the project.

Covering a eleven year period, reporting both turmoil and success, and providing vivid descriptions of crucial events, the investigation exemplifies clinical research. The behavior of specific individuals and groups
Beyond the events in the laboratory study, there is also the question of how the research results are transferred to on-going organization settings. In recent years, there have been a number of successful interventions designed to produce cooperation in the classroom between black and white children (Aronson, 1978; Cook, 1984; Johnson, Johnson, and Maruyama, 1984). Researchers in this tradition take the classroom as their unit, implement cooperative teaching techniques, and often find favorable outcomes. At the same time there are also studies that raise serious questions about how possible it is to consider the classroom in isolation from the social system in which it is embedded and how well social scientists understand the conditions that are necessary to achieve effective cross-racial cooperation. These two perspectives and the conclusions that are drawn from them may be illustrated by quotations from Johnson, Johnson, and Maruyama (1984) who represent laboratory research on cooperation and Cohen (1980) who works in the field with on-going organizations.

A cooperative, compared with competitive or individualistic, learning situation promotes greater cross-ethnic and cross-handicap interpersonal attraction... Social psychology has often been criticized for generating extensive but trivial knowledge... As can be seen from this chapter, one of the areas of inquiry within social psychology least deserving of this criticism is the study of cooperative, competitive, and individualistic situations. For not only have theory development, the validation of theory, ... been addressed but the specific bridges to practice have also been built (Johnson, Johnson, and Maruyama, 1984, p. 202).

In a deep, intellectual sense, social scientists do not know what they are talking about when they speak of the desegregation situation... The more I have studied the desegregation situation, the more I have come to understand that what happens to children inside a particular desegregated school is a product of changing sociohistorical forces..., of status and power relations of minority to majority in the society and community, as well as a product of social and structural forces within the school... Relatively simple pana-
chief topic for study. Social psychologists conduct laboratory experiments because they believe the method can isolate the phenomena under study from extraneous sources variation outside the experimenter's control. If that sort of control can be achieved, then proper experimental procedures -- including randomly assigning subjects to treatments and independently observing each person's data -- permit drawing causal inferences about the relationship of independent and dependent variables. A crucial question is whether the sort of isolation of conditions envisioned by the idealized experimental design can be achieved in actual practice. Viewed as a problem in organization theory, the desirable laboratory organization should be a closed system except for those variables either directly manipulated by the investigator for experimental purposes or indirectly left to vary in a purely random fashion. Research results on experimenter-subject relations can be fit into this paradigm because they occur inside the laboratory under the control of investigators (Carlsmith, Ellsworth, and Aronson, 1976). In actual practice, many questions have been raised about whether the ideal conditions of experimental control can be meaningfully and realistically achieved in the laboratory (Wuebben, 1974; Carlsmith, Ellsworth, and Aronson, 1976; Alderfer, 1985).

Research topics vary in the degree to which lack of adequate control of the laboratory is likely to affect the interpretations of findings. Race relations in the United States is an area of investigation that would be most difficult to isolate within a laboratory setting. As noted above, even though Cook (1984) established a laboratory organization in which blacks and whites were of approximately equal status, neither the organization structure of the study itself nor of the wider institution in which the study was set had a black-white power balance.
not only examining individuals in relation to groups but also groups in relation to other groups and to the larger system in which they are embedded. From this broader perspective, scholars whose personal values include high respect for the individual can see more readily that favorable as well as unfavorable consequences for individuals follow from the condition of their groups in relation to other groups. Concepts that always place individuals in conflict with group define the special rather than the general case (Alderfer, Tucker, Morgan, and Drasgow, 1982).

(3) **View the laboratory as an organization and the organization as a laboratory.** Much of the social research on race relations has been influenced by the methodological paradigm of laboratory social psychology. In some instances this means that studies testing key propositions have been conducted in the laboratory. Cook (1984), for example, created a work organization in the laboratory to test the contact hypothesis. In other cases researchers work in the field but do so from an orientation that is guided by the values of laboratory work. Gerard and Miller (1975) brought their preferences for the laboratory organization to the problems of desegregating the Riverside, California schools. The first situation creates an organization in order to have a laboratory. The second attempts to treat an on-going organization as if it were a laboratory. Both approaches are importantly influenced by the explicit or implicit understanding of organizations that is held by the principle investigator.

For more than twenty years, attention has been devoted to the social psychology of the laboratory experiment (Orne, 1962; Reicken, 1962; Rosenthal, 1966). This work has been primarily interpersonal in focus with the relationship between the experimenter and the subject as the
integrity of a group is maintained as its individual members become integral members of the larger society. This situation clearly does not pit individual against group but instead recognizes both units and their relationship to the larger social system.

Commenting on Berry's (1984) analysis in relation to their own, Brewer and Miller (1984, p. 289) write:

Category identity may remain a feature of individuals that enter into -- but does not solely determine -- the formation of impressions, interpersonal evaluations, and interaction decisions. In our view, then, personalization is compatible with -- indeed, probably essential to -- the integration model of intergroup relations as described by Berry.

But the term "personalization" is an individually based concept. Its explicit purpose is to de-emphasize group level responses. Of their three terms, differentiation, which respects both individual and group boundaries, seems more compatible with integration. Personalization -- the authors' comments notwithstanding -- seems more similar to assimilation than to integration. The basic problem seems to be that Brewer and Miller (1984) do not consider the larger social context when they form their concepts, and as a result their theory is biased against group level reasoning even though their personal values espouse respect for group cultures.

I believe that terms referring to individuals and groups should be conceptually independent. This orientation allows investigators to examine individual effects, group effects, and the interaction between individual and group effects. The alternative apriori defines one concept in terms of the other and thereby forces one variable to be in opposition to the other. To take group level considerations on their own terms requires
are group members who are undifferentiated and interchangeable with one another. Differentiation refers to the capacity to distinguish among different members who belong to in-groups and out-groups and to recognize subgroups within in-groups and out-groups. Personalization further de-emphasizes group identification -- i.e., category based contact -- and encourages people to deal with each other in terms that are more individually relevant. In comparison to Triandis (1983), Brewer and Miller (1984) give more conceptual space to the possibility of individual and group effects operating simultaneously and independently rather than in opposition. Their concept of differentiation carries this flavor most fully. However, two out of three of their concepts -- category based interaction and personalization -- clearly carry the idea of individual versus group identification.

Berry (1984) examines the kinds of relations that may occur among cultural groups and the larger society in which they are embedded. Two questions are of chief concern: (1) whether a given group culture is to be respected and retained; (2) what the quality of relationship between any group and the larger system in which it is embedded is to be. Posing the questions in this manner raises the focus of attention to group level concerns in a manner that accepts both individuals and groups as viable units with their own rights. Interdependence between group and individual concerns is recognized, yet the opposition of individuals versus groups is viewed as only one of several possible answers to the key questions. Berry (1984) and others use the term assimilation to describe the condition in which individuals give up their group identities in order to move into the larger society; this is a condition of individuals versus group identification. The term integration refers to the situation where the cultural
Both individual and group level concepts are necessary to explain racial dynamics. The theoretical question is how to reason about individual and collective properties when the subject is race. Among social scientists, there are a variety of solutions. Each intermingles the social position of the investigator, the value questions that arise from individual versus collective tensions, and the answer to the conceptual problem.

Triandis (1983), for example, proposes the distinction between allocentric versus [emphasis mine] idiocentric social behavior. He analyzes the relationship between Hispanics and Mainstream. According to his view, allocentric, the more collective term, is used to characterize individuals whose behavior is strongly influenced by how it will affect others. In contrast, idiocentric is the term for individuals who give more weight to how their behavior will affect themselves rather than others. Triandis (1983) refers to an allocentric-idiocentric "axis" indicating that these tendencies stand in opposition to each other on a single dimension. Therefore, movement in a more collective direction necessarily is away from a more individual direction, and vice versa. From this conceptual orientation, it is not surprising that he suggests problems between Hispanics and large bureaucracies should be solved by training Hispanics to become comfortable in individualistic settings (Triandis, 1984). The idea of changing the social systems is a collective solution and threatens his individualistic values.

Brewer and Miller (1984) distinguish among category-based, differentiation, and personalization of in-group and out-group members. Category based interaction means that individuals respond to each other as if they
and respondent is action favoring equalitarian norms. In the research organization at the level of interviewer, blacks and whites will have similar status. But this method may also require changing the organization. Gerard and Miller (1975, p. 64) write, "Attempts to hire Blacks and Mexican-Americans were thwarted by university rules that required a certain minimum educational background for workers doing such testing." Gerard and Miller legitimately could have gotten Blacks and Mexican-Americans to be testers if they had changed the university rules or developed their research organization to find people with the sort of qualifications that were required. Either response would have been organizational change. Some phenomena in organizations simply may not be available for study without changing the condition of the system (Alderfer and Brown, 1974, pp. 212 ff.)

The concept of racism calls attention to the collective and often unconscious forces in a society and its institutions that maintain the dominance of one racial group at the expense of another (Jones, 1972; Alderfer, 1982). Without conscious attention to the likely consequences of racism whenever racial issues are at stake, any organization -- including a research organization -- is likely to show the very same effects. For this reason, we believe that it is essential for researchers who work on the subject of race to address explicitly their own stand on the subject of racism. Doing so does not guarantee that the research process will escape racist practices. But doing so does break the pattern of denial that maintains racism. Unless investigators acknowledge their own races, describe their race relations, and address the subject of racism, they miss important aspects of the racial dynamics they seek to understand and will maintain the structure of racism they seek to change.
report that blacks show more distrust of whites when interviewed by blacks than by whites. Even though the published results speak clearly about the probable bias introduced by having exclusively white investigators study race, white research directors proceed to employ predominantly white research teams, nevertheless (Gerard and Miller, 1975). One rationale for working in this manner was described by Gerard and Miller (1975, p. 65) as follows:

The tester's bias effects thus remain an alternative explanation for ethnic group differences on many of our measures. However, the experience of the minority child in the interview situation was not unlike the situation he constantly had to face in the "real world." American culture is dominantly white and middle class. In particular, most teachers and school officials are white. In this sense, the interview situation did not constitute a serious threat to validity.

These white investigators are saying that their concept of validity for race relations research is based on the status quo of contemporary American society. But it is that society with its norms about the "proper" relationships between blacks and whites that had established and maintained the inequities characteristic of American race relations. The argument made by Gerard and Miller (1975, p. 65) is subtly connected to an important question between research and change. Research directors may decide that black interviewers should interview blacks and white interviewers should interview whites because this method will result in more honest responses from both racial groups. Research managers may also decide that white interviewers should interview both blacks and whites, because whites tend to hold most positions of authority over blacks in our society. Which is the more valid procedure? Both are likely to produce repeatable -- though different -- results. Matching the race of interviewer
racial problems are ignored. Deep-seated ones are often treated as if they don't really exist... Blacks are often oppressed by this silence on race. Their careers and morale are affected by this thing they cannot mention.

Within social science there is not quite the deafening silence on race that Davis and Watson identify in business corporations. But the difference is not dramatic either. Black social scientists increasingly are willing to discuss how race affects their experience and their work (Ladner, 1970; Jones, 1979; Boykin, Anderson, and Yates, 1979; Tucker, 1984). Among white social scientists, however, the readiness to acknowledge that one's whiteness affects one's research is far less frequent (Merton, 1972; Sarason, 1981; Alderfer, 1982). For whites there is membership in the "rational-objective" northern European tradition, which teaches people that they can remove themselves from the field they study (Tucket, 1984). The part played by race in that scientific ideology is largely overlooked in the education provided by most doctoral programs (Jones, 1979; Sarason, 1981).

If most white social scientists do not think of themselves as white when they do research, it is hardly surprising that they rarely report their race, discuss the effects of the racial composition of their research team, describe the race relations among team members, or notice the effect of their race on those who are a part of the research.

When scientific objectivity functions as an ideology, it tells social researchers that they can overlook their own race in the conduct of research. Nevertheless, empirical data indicate that the race of interviewers plays an important part in determining the information available about racial dynamics (Hyman et al., 1954). Schuman and Hatchett (1974), for example,
The revised version of the contact hypothesis keeps the basic formulation intact. It does not add new concepts. It simply restates the original propositions so they are more responsive to the questions raised about the original version.

Metatheoretical Issues on Changing Race Relations in Organizations

It turns out, however, that conceptual concerns were shaping the critique and the revision. Generally a paradigm is not replaced just because it has flaws. Change in theories came about when problems with the old system are recognized and when new formulations become available (Kuhn, 1962). I turn next to a number of propositions about forming theories and, after that, to the statement of an alternative theory of changing race relations in organizations.

(1) Race, race relations, and racism among social scientists shapes their research and intervention. In their book on Black Life in Corporate America, Davis and Watson (1982, pp. 2-3) wrote:

All along we were concerned that within corporations there was not a great deal of talk about race. It is mentioned only when it becomes obvious that a racial problem must be dealt with. Subtle
by a peer of the subject (the white confederate). Each of these conditions is created inside the experiment and states by symbol and action that racial equality is the dominant norm. Outside the experiment, however, white dominance remains. Cook, a white man, is the single principle investigator; black and white experimenters and confederates report to him.

Because our society as a whole does not behave according to norms of racial equality, inevitable limits on the extent to which investigators can provide an unconflicted message about norms of racial equality to research participants will arise. The contact hypothesis does not acknowledge that norms may differ between different levels of social grouping. It cannot provide for cross level analysis because it does recognize varying orders of human entities.

Raising questions about the contact hypothesis does not imply that it should be abandoned. Revision is possible. The formulation can change in order to become more responsive to organizational dynamics and to the racial commitments of investigators. Below I state a new version of each element and place it next to the comparable original statement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Old Version</th>
<th>New Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Cross racial contact should be between black and white people of equal status.</td>
<td>1. Cross racial contact should set in motion processes between black and white people that bring about more equal status.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Blacks should behave in a manner that disconfirms white stereotypes of black people.</td>
<td>2. Whites should examine the forces in themselves and in the larger social systems that promote stereotypes of black people.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The relationship between blacks and whites should be structured to promote cooperation rather than competition.</td>
<td>3. Recognizing the inevitable competition characteristic of hierarchical organizations, managers and consultants should adjust structures to promote cooperation rather than competition whenever possible.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
than those who are treated as if all blacks are alike or as if blacks are no different than whites.

This postulate also carries the implicit feature that it is special job of blacks to disclose their uniqueness to whites. As a result of the power imbalance, no norm of reciprocity is stated. The result could imply that whites do not need to describe their uniqueness to blacks. Perhaps there is an unexamined assumption that all whites are unique individuals without a group identity. In the context of race relations, this is a highly questionable assumption (Alderfer, 1982; Alderfer, Tucker, Morgan and Drasgow, 1983).

(5) Establish and support norms of equality in race relations. This postulate has much in common with the rule of equal status contact, but there is an important difference. In the first condition, the notion is that contact occurs between individuals of roughly comparable status, independent of race relations: Thus, an "A" student who is black meets with an "A" student who is white; a corporal who is black meets with a corporal who is white; etc. The present statement refers to the status of the races as groups rather than to the status of individuals who hold roles that are conceptually (though rarely behaviorally) separable from race. Thus, the postulate means equality among racial groups.

In practice the extent to which this condition can be satisfied depends on organizational context. Cook (1984, p. 156) notes in his experiment, "Social norms favoring equalitarian interracial relations and race equity were introduced, on part by the use of racially integrated supervisory staff, in part by the actions of the work supervisor, and in part through the support of desegregation by a white confederate." Cook's method includes social structure, behavior by the supervisor, and behavior
Investigators, regardless of whether they are in the laboratory or in the field, inevitably take a stand about the organizational dynamics of the setting in which they work. They may be more or less conscious of their own organization theory. They may vary in how active they become in attempting to shape the organizational conditions of their study. Social research systems, like any other human organization, have an internal structure designed to achieve objectives and a series of relationships required to maintain connections with external environments.

(4) Knowledge available through clinical research is qualitatively different from knowledge produced through basic-research-followed-by-development. Whenever a research topic evolves from what is understood to be a social problem, questions arise about how theory, research methods, and results relate to the disturbing condition. Clinical research keeps a relatively close relationship between investigators and people who have the problem (Erickson, 1964; Berg, 1980; Alderfer, 1983). Basic-research-followed-by-development maintains a more distant relationship between the people who generate knowledge and those who work directly on the problem (Gerard, 1983; Cook, 1984).

Both medicine and social science show variations of the two models. Clinical research in medicine, for example, occurs when physicians develop new surgical procedures and treat patients according to the new methods. In the processes of treatment and research, the investigators have direct contact with the people they serve. They experience directly the vicissitudes of the treatment process, and they directly observe the anticipated and unanticipated consequences of their actions. Similar patterns may be observed for clinical research on psychotherapy. Psychotherapists working from a strong theory encounter treatment consequences that raise questions
about the theory. They adjust their treatment methods, observe the effects, and propose revisions in the theory (Searles, 1955; Kohut, 1977). Basic-research-followed-by-development in medicine occurs, for instance, when medical scientists examine and test a new drug in the laboratory with animals, but never themselves prescribe the medicine to patients. The R&D orientation maintains a sharper role differentiation between scientist and practitioner than the clinical approach does. Basic-research-followed-by-development in psychology happens when investigators establish basic principles about emotions in the laboratory with rats or college sophomores but do not treat clients in psychotherapy. At the base of the two research styles is a key difference in approach to the problem of objectivity. Basic-research-followed-by-development handles the problem of distinguishing valid findings from the investigator's involvement by attempting to separate the tasks of knowledge generation from those of application. Clinical research works with the same issue by incorporating the relevant variables into the theory. Investigators then aspire to act in accord with a disciplined subjectivity when developing knowledge and treating clients. Disconfirmation is an important dimension in both orientations.

The personal knowledge that becomes available to investigators differs between clinical research and basic-research-followed-by-development (Polanyi, 1964). Clinical research brings investigators into direct contact with the events of change, while basic-research-followed-by-development does not. Bateson (1972) provided the distinction between proto-learning and deutero-learning. Proto-learning refers to increased capacity to make appropriate responses. Deutero-learning refers to the rate and manner of increasing or decreasing appropriate responses. Basic-research-followed-
by-development separates proto- and deutero-learning. The basic research person tends not to experience deutero-learning about human behavior. In organization studies, Bennis (1966) has discussed theories of changing to emphasize the point that change processes call for a different order of concepts than end states. Argyris (1978) defined double-loop learning as error defection that modifies an organization's underlying norms, policies, and objectives, whereas single-loop learning simply corrects errors without the corresponding modification of the underlying structures. Clinical research integrates understanding about change processes with knowledge of the condition to be changed. Basic-research-followed-by-development separates the two kinds of knowledge. Each mode of research produces the theories it does as a result of the kind of immediate experience obtained by investigators. Investigators, in turn, probably chose their mode of research because of the kind of experience they like to have.

Among social psychologists who study race relations, basic-research-followed-by-development appears to be the favored mode of research. Gerard (1983) and Cook (1984), for example, disagree strenuously about what knowledge basic research has produced that bears on desegregating public schools. Yet both agree on the value of the R&D model when effective methods of implementing programs are needed and when time and resources are available for the development (Gerard, 1983, p. 875; Cook, 1984, p. 829). Furthermore, both also agree that the Aronson, Stephan, Sikes, Blaney, and Snapp (1978) and Johnson and Johnson (1975) are good examples of the R&D model successfully implemented. These examples involve transfer of the laboratory organization into the classroom organization without concepts or methods for changing the wider context of schools or school
systems. Aronson (1984, p. 42) himself indicated that one of the reasons why he stopped working with his jigsaw intervention for classrooms was because it was so difficult to convince administrators to permit the intervention even though he was able to present solid data demonstrating its effectiveness. Gerard (1983, pp. 875-876) advocates continuing the R&D model, while he delivers a devastating criticism of the academic organization structure that perpetuates it.

One of the most serious deterrents to successful R&D and systems engineering in the social sciences is the academic reward structure we ourselves perpetuate, especially in psychology. Promotion to tenure and beyond is best achieved by publishing as many short, neat, and methodologically simple papers as possible... Better to make your studies short, numerous, and focused on a narrow problem that will be of interest to your own narrow group of fellow coworkers around the country who then can be counted on to write glowing letters... to support promotion... and to help each other get research grants... Changing the classroom is an enormous task that we psychologists could in our own way facilitate by changing our own norms.

Another response to the difficulties so far encountered is to alter the basic paradigm. This means making the contact hypothesis less central and, even then, using the new version rather than the old. It means putting the race, racism, and relations of investigators into the research process rather than leaving out those considerations. It means employing individual and group level concepts and applying them to the affect, cognitions, and behavior of investigators as well as of respondents. It means bringing organization theory to the design and management of laboratories and to planning and implementation of system-wide interventions. It means supporting clinical as well as basic-research-followed-by-development modes of investigation. All of this calls for a different order of theory than the contact hypothesis -- even as modified.
An Intergroup Theory for Changing Race Relations in Organizations

The theory takes race relations as a special case of the more general problem of intergroup relations. Concepts and propositions pertain to human units from individuals to organizations in scope. Group is the focal entity of the framework. Within this psychological set, individuals appear mainly as group representatives; small groups show the forces of subgroups within them; organizations consist of interdependent groups with relations among them reflecting the characteristics of intergroup dynamics; and interorganizational relations are negotiations among groups of groups (Rice, 1969; Alderfer and Smith, 1982). In accord with the principles stated above, the theory has specific concepts to deal with end-states and other terms for change processes.

Material about end-states consists of a definition of groups-in-organizations, propositions about intergroup dynamics in organizations, explanation of embeddedness, a definition of human organization, and an explication of race relations in organizations through the terms of the theory. Change processes involve the concepts of racism, dialectical conflict, resistance-denial, and parallel processes. Changing race relations in organizations means altering end states of racial groups through the change processes identified by the theory.

Groups in Organizations

The definition of groups-in-organizations used in this work deals with both internal and external properties. In addition, it takes account of the multi-level nature of group life and differentiates the external environment of groups specifically to take account of relations with other groups (i.e. intergroup relations). The definition states:
A human group is a collection of individuals (1) who have significantly interdependent relations with each other; (2) who perceive themselves as a group by reliably distinguishing members from non-members; (3) whose group identity is recognized by non-members; (4) who have differentiated roles in the group as a function of expectations from themselves, other group members, and non-group members; and (5) who, as group members acting alone or in concert, have significantly interdependent relations with other groups (Alderfer, 1977).

Our concept of group takes account of individual, interpersonal, and intergroup levels of analysis. According to this view, any phenomenon pertaining to a person is multiply-determined by the internal dynamics of the person, the interpersonal dynamics of her or his group, and the intergroup dynamics of other groups in interaction with her or his own group. In turn, the intergroup relations among the interdependent elements of complex multi-group systems are a function of the internal dynamics of individuals, the interpersonal dynamics within groups, and characteristics of the environment within which the system is embedded.

Propositions About Intergroup Dynamics in Organizations

To understand group behavior in organizations it is useful to distinguish between identity groups and organization groups. Members of identity groups share common biological characteristics, participate in equivalent historical experiences, and as a result tend to develop similar world views. The most commonly recognized identity groups are those based on race or ethnicity, gender, age, and family. Members of organizational groups are assigned similar primary tasks, participate in comparable work experiences, and as a result, tend to develop common organizational views. The most commonly recognized organization groups are those based on task or function and on hierarchy. From this perspective "organization structure" can be viewed as the reification of the intergroup dynamics that accompany enactment of the principles of hierarchy of authority and division of labor. People carry identity group memberships and their
consequences from organization to organization, while their organization group memberships depend on individual's relationships to particular organizations.

Every person is simultaneously a member of all her or his identity and organization groups. However, the group he or she represents at a given moment depends on the intergroup context in which events occur. The intergroup context is determined by other individuals who are present representing other groups, and by the state of group boundaries, power differences, affective patterns, cognitive formations, and leadership behavior of one's own and other groups.

**Group boundaries.** Both physical and psychological group boundaries determine group membership. Transactions among groups are regulated by variations in the permeability of the boundaries.

**Power differences.** The types of resources that can be obtained and used differ among groups. The variety of dimensions on which there are power differences and the degree of discrepancy among groups influence the degree of boundary permeability among groups.

**Affective patterns.** The permeability of group boundaries varies with the polarization of feeling among the groups, that is, it varies with the degree that group members associate mainly positive feelings with their own group and mainly negative feelings with other groups.

**Cognitive formations, including "distortions."** As a function of group boundaries, power differences, and affective patterns, groups tend to develop their own language (or elements of language, including social categories), condition their members' perceptions of objective and subjective phenomena, and transmit sets of propositions -- including theories and ideologies -- to explain the nature of experiences encountered by members and to influence relations with other groups.
Leadership behavior. The behavior of group leaders and representatives reflects boundary permeability, power differences, affective patterns, and cognitive formations of their group in relation to other groups. The behavior of group representatives, including formally designated leaders, is both cause and effect of the total pattern of intergroup relations in a particular situation (Alderfer, Tucker, Morgan, and Drasgow, 1983).

Embeddedness. Embeddedness of intergroup relations refers to interpretation of group level effects across different units of analysis; it concerns how system and subsystem dynamics are effected by supra system dynamics and vice versa (Smith and Alderfer, 1982). One may observe embeddedness from the perspective of individuals in relations to one another, of subgroups within groups, of whole groups in relation to one another, of intergroup relations within organizations, etc. Regardless of which unit is the focus of attention, the phenomenon of interpenetration across levels will be operating. Individuals carry images of their own and other groups as they serve in representational roles. Subgroups splits within face-to-face groups reflect differing degrees of identification and involvement with the group itself. These splits, in turn, reflect the group's relations to other groups in the system and to the larger system as a whole. The concept of embedded intergroup relations applies to both identity and to organization groups (Alderfer and Smith, 1982; Alderfer, 1983).

Definition of organization. A human organization is a set of interdependent groups who consciously accept a collective mission, who subordinate their group interests as necessary to the organization's mission, and who publicly receive support from the larger social order to pursue their organization's mission.
This concept of organization takes account of the unit from inside and outside, recognizes the subordination of group interests to the authority of the organization, and connects the organization to the society on which it depends for legitimacy. Empirically, this means that some kind of mission statement is necessary to assert that a system has met the internal conditions necessary to be called an organization, and that some record of legitimate transactions with society's representatives are necessary to meet the external conditions. The definition is consistent with the principle of embeddedness and makes the organization subject to intergroup dynamics internally and externally.

Race relations in organizations. Racial groups are identity groups in organizations. Black and white groups, in particular, differ in the degree to which they generally are consciously aware of the full range of group forces acting upon them. In predominantly white organizations, for example, the "success" or "failure" of a black person is often seen by black and white members as reflecting upon the entire racial group, while the performance of a white person is seen as more of an individual matter (Alderfer, Alderfer, Tucker, and Tucker, 1980). White people are less likely to see themselves as a group than are black people. Both the ideology of individualism and ethnic differences among whites tend to be perceived by whites as reasons why they do not experience themselves as a group. Nevertheless, when white managers meet together and attempt to describe "the white group" in their corporation, a high degree of convergence among their experiences can be observed. Empirical studies show that membership in the white group alone and white group membership in interaction with specific kinds of individual experiences predict how the white group is perceived by blacks and whites (Alderfer, Tucker, Morgan,
and Drasgow, 1983). There is little doubt that white people perceive blacks as a group or that blacks perceive whites as a group (Griffin, 1960; Carmichael and Hamilton, 1967; Silberman, 1964; Campbell, 1971; Schuman and Hatchett, 1974). Empirically, as well as conceptually, black and white individuals are members of racial groups. I state this obvious conclusion because of repeated evidence that many white people, including those who study race relations, do not approach the subject with an awareness that their racial group membership is a variable of significance.

In predominantly white organizations, the group boundaries, power differences, affective patterns, cognitive formations, and leadership behavior of blacks and whites differ. These differences follow, in part, from how whites and blacks tend to be distributed among organization groups. Blacks tend to find membership in lower ranking hierarchical groups and in less central staff groups. One result is that blacks tend to have less power and leadership potential than whites. This picture emerges from the historical pattern of white society that kept blacks largely outside predominantly white organizations until the last two decades and from beliefs among white people that blacks are inherently inferior and therefore "deserve" to be kept in less central, less influential positions (Bennett, 1962; Alvarez, Lutterman and Associates, 1979; Davis and Watson, 1982).

The boundaries of black and white groups differ in permeability within predominantly white organizations. Even though black people rarely appear in the most senior management positions, whites typically do not see this as a consequence of their group boundaries being closed to blacks. Nevertheless, descriptively speaking, the top management groups of most corporations are white groups. Faced with relatively small numbers, less access to influential positions, and a sense of isolation from the main-
stream of corporate activities, black members may establish formal or informal support systems. Reactions of senior white officials to these activities by blacks vary in important ways. In some instances, the response is highly punitive and prohibitive (Davis and Watson, 1982). In other cases, the white reaction is more supportive (Alderfer, Alderfer, Tucker, and Tucker, 1980).

The manner in which black employees are embedded in predominantly white corporate organizations is therefore complex. When there are black officials in senior positions, when there is committed public recognition that race is a significant dimension of organizational life, when there are officially sanctioned support systems for black employees, and when the organization relates to its environment in a manner supportive to blacks, then a predominantly white organization is taking necessary first steps to deal with its racial dynamics. When these conditions do not exist, the outlook for constructive change in race relations is far less favorable.

**Concept of Racism.** A concept of racism is essential in a theory of changing race relations. Racism is the problem that progressive change aims to solve and the condition that regressive change re-establishes. In the context of this theory, racism applies to researchers as well as to respondents. Making the concept explicit and central guards against blindspots that white investigators have often shown in their research on race. The concept makes the value position of the theory clear and avoids the illusion that one can study race relations in this society from a neutral or value free position.

The term itself, however, is subject to misunderstanding. Rarely is the word used without evoking strong feelings. Understanding these emotions
is a crucial element in learning about race relations. Eliminating the term does not eliminate the feelings. Using the term accepts the feelings and increases the chances that learning can occur. For some people the term means only blatant aggressive destruction of one racial group by another. Here the meaning includes multiple dimensions.

The idea of racism begins with the power relations between racial groups in conflict. For racism to be an appropriate term, the racial groups must be of unequal power; and the dominant group must use its superior power to damage or to destroy the individual and collective well-being of the subordinate group. Racism is, therefore, not equivalent to ethnocentrism, which may occur among groups of approximately equal power. White racism is the more common form in this culture because blacks rarely have the power to be racist.

Racism occurs at several units of social groups (Jones, 1972). Prejudiced individuals represent just one version of racism. Unless these individuals occupy positions of substantial authority, this form of racism may be the least potentially damaging. Collective forms of racism affect groups, organizations, and the culture as a whole. One is alerted to collective forms of racism when destructive effects continue to occur to members of a low power group regardless of who the members of either racial group are.

Racism also varies in how consciously people support racist practices. When organizations such as the Klu Klux Klan openly advocate assaults on black people, there is relatively little doubt that one is witnessing collective racism. But racism can also be practiced covertly. If a situation involves conflict between members of racial groups with unequal power, and if members of the dominant group deny that race is a factor in influencing what happened, then signs of unconscious racism are present. To deny
that race is relevant when it might be is to show an insensitivity that
is demeaning to potentially aggrieved parties. The power of unconscious
racial feelings is strong enough that one can be more certain that the
race is getting appropriate attention if people examine whether race is
relevant in a conflict rather than if they energetically deny that racial
forces could be operating. The fact that black and white people may both
voice denial is not evidence against the influence of racial factors. As
the less powerful group, blacks may deny the presence of racial feelings
as a means of survival.

Finally, racism varies by degree of virulence. The most destructive
form involves killing and injuring members of the less dominant group by
members of the more dominant group. A less virulent form may involve
members of the dominant group telling racial group jokes at the expense
of members of the subordinate group.

Dialectical Conflict. Not all disagreements, differences of opinion,
or variations in perception about racial matters are evidence of racism.
Black and white people generally have different life experiences on matters
of race, and, as a result, bring different affective patterns and cognitive
formations to any serious work on race (cf. Baldwin and Mead, 1970).
Dialectical conflict is the process of respecting these natural differences
and using them to eliminate racism and improve race relations.

The methods of dialectical conflict draw upon several ideas already
presented. People are viewed as both individuals and racial group members.
Among the individuals from each racial group, we assume that there are
different opinions and different perspectives. When racial matters are
under consideration, we assume that a person's race is always relevant.
Thus the questions, "what is the black perspective?" and "what is the white
perspective?" are readily acceptable modes of dialogue. Similarly an individual may say, "Speaking as a black person..." or "Speaking as a white person..." The concept of dialectical conflict does not assume that blacks and whites always disagree on matters of race, that all disagreements follow racial groups, or that blacks always have the more progressive views and whites always have the more conservative perspectives. When racial matters can be thoroughly and openly examined, people find that blacks and whites often can agree, that important disagreements occur within both racial groups, that whites sometimes advocate more progressive views than blacks, and that the more progressive stance may not always lead to the more effective outcome.

Structurally, the implementation of dialectical conflict calls for enough blacks and whites so that each racial group can experience its own group forces, that each person can be differentiated from her or his racial group, and that intergroup racial dialogue can occur. Resolving differences of opinion, when possible and desirable, is both an intragroup and an intergroup matter. Problem solving approaches search for outcomes that respect the interests and satisfy the needs of both racial groups. The most favorable outcome of dialectical conflict consists of solutions that are synergistic. Often these kinds of solutions can occur. But "win-win" solutions are not always possible. When issues pertain to scarce resources, the dialectical process should produce outcomes that reflect the compromise of roughly equal partners. Neither exclusively white domination, nor unilateral imposition of black preferences is desirable. White domination maintains the status quo, or more likely, results in regressive change. Unilateral imposition of black preferences generates white resistance that cannot be worked through and eventually produces white backlash. To achieve an effective dialectic requires complementary
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relationships carry the seeds and force for changing race relations in organizations.

Conclusion

The basic contention in presenting the intergroup theory of changing race relations in organizations is that more than "hard data" is needed to effect change in the structures and processes that maintain racism in the organizations of our society. A strong theory is also required. I have presented such a theory and compared it with the leading social psychological alternative. The alternative theory agrees with the contact hypothesis in its press for equity between blacks and whites. However, the contact hypothesis is limited in important ways that the alternative is not. The alternative provides more explanatory mechanisms for resistance and for progressive change. No one experienced with changing race relations can expect an easy time, regardless of which conceptual position is utilized. Nevertheless, a more complete framework offers the promise of improving upon the efforts that have gone before.
within group or between group differences are suppressed or obscured (Alderfer and Smith, 1982). Under the best conditions there are equal numbers of black and white members and they are also balanced by gender. Total size of the groups is also an important consideration. The group should be large enough to pick up the most significant variations within and between groups and yet not so large that members are unable to develop a sense of themselves as a group. I have worked fruitfully with groups ranging between four and twenty members.

Microcosm groups may be created outside and inside organizations (Alderfer, 1977; Alderfer, Alderfer, Tucker, and Tucker, 1980). Outside the group takes the form of a research or consulting team. Inside the groups is an advisory group assisting with the project. The most desirable situation includes both inside and outside groups. On matters of race, regardless of whether one or two microcosm groups are used, strong representation from both black and white groups is essential to establish and maintain dialectical conflict. Members of the outside team need their own knowledge of race relations rooted in their own well-developed sense of racial identity. As a group, they need to have the individual commitment and collective capacity to operate effectively as a team. Members of the inside group should represent a cross section of organization groups by hierarchy and function, include a range of views about race relations in both racial groups, and exhibit a willingness to learn more about race relations. When groups can be created outside and inside the organization, parallel processes and dialectical conflict occur within the outside group, within the inside group, between the inside and outside groups, and between the inside group and the organization. These intergroup and inter-racial
Parallel processes involve absorptive and projective movements, and may have constructive or destructive effects (Alderfer, 1983). Absorbing effects may be useful for diagnostic purposes, if a unit can permit itself consciously to take on the properties of another system for the purposes of empathic understanding. On the other hand, merely taking on the condition of another system unconsciously, robs the absorbing system of its own unique identity. Projective effects may be useful for change purposes, if the unit projecting is in significantly better condition than the receiving unit, if the process is undertaken with sufficient consciousness by both parties, and if the receiving unit chooses actively to receive the projection. But unexamined projective processes may simply cause a subordinate unit to take on the character of an oppressor (Bettelheim, 1960).

Parallel processes may be observed naturally, or conditions may be created to heighten their visibility. Taking a passive or active stand toward parallel processes depends on whether one has an hypothesis about the relevant dimensions in a particular setting and whether one has the resources to establish social structures that heighten their accessibility. The more precise the hypothesis and the more available the resources, then the more feasible it is to establish an active relationship toward parallel processes.

The chief means to heighten the visibility and accessibility of parallel processes is to create a microcosm group that reflects the dimensions of whatever intergroup relationship is central to one's hypothesis. In the case of race relations, for example, the microcosm group should include sufficient numbers of black and white members so that no major
Parallel Processes and Microcosm Groups. The term parallel processes refers to the occasions when related units change in a manner that one takes on similar affect, cognitions, and behavior as the other. A sense evolves that one unit is injecting its condition into the other and that the other is receiving that condition. In time, the two units seem to follow similar paths although they start in different places.

Parallel processes usually begin without conscious awareness of either party. With adequate attention, parallel processes can be raised to consciousness and utilized in the service of constructive change. Without competent attention, parallel processes maintain the status quo through the operation of unconscious resistance-denial or through the outbreak of destructive irrational processes (Alderfer, 1983).

Parallel processes may occur between units of the same order. An interpersonal relationship between two individuals, for example, may have the effect of infecting one person with the feelings, ideas, and behaviors of another (Searles, 1955). Members of a group, as another example, may take on the roles and behaviors of another group with whom they have had intensive interaction (Alderfer, 1976, 1977, 1983).

Parallel processes may also occur between units at different levels of analysis. Systems, regardless of the unit, may reflect parallel processes in their suprasystem or from their subsystems. The condition of race relations in the society in which the business is located will affect relations between blacks and whites in the organization — an example of the suprasystem influencing the system by parallel processes. The state of race relations in a work group will affect how that group relates to other groups in the organization — a situation in which subsystems affect a system through the mechanism of parallel processes.
structures when normal conditions do not naturally lead to dialogue among equal parties.

**Resistance and Denial.** Change processes go hand and hand with stability forces. Without a standard against which movement can be measured, any concept of change is meaningless. Unless one's objective is total destruction of a system, some degree of continuity is essential for any significant change. Systems of all kinds regularly demonstrate conservative impulses in the face of the most dramatic changes (Marris, 1974). To a person or group committed to progressive change, conservative forces may seem like they are enemical to change. In fact, resistance is so natural as to cause concern if it is not observed. Accepting resistance and working with it is a recurrant theme implicit in the concepts of racism, dialectical conflict, and parallel processes.

Denial is a special form of resistance. It is helpful insofar as it signals that resistance is present. In clear form, denial blocks inquiry. Denial negates questions about racial matters, transforms statements in a manner that weakens their impact, or inverts assertions so that confusion about their meaning occurs. Examples are many. A white employee says, "We have no racial problems because there are no black people in our work group." A white man shoots a group of four black youths who were trying to rob him, and a white political official says, "The episode has no racial meaning because the young men were thugs." Denial is an especially powerful and frequently used defense because racism represents a major contradiction to the espoused value system of the United States.
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